Nousflash 009: Missing Piece for 9/11
Is Rebekah Roth a Limited Hangout?
"The illusion of freedom will continue as long as it's profitable to
continue the illusion. At the point where the illusion becomes too
expensive to maintain, they will just take down the scenery, they
will pull back the curtains, they will move the tables and chairs out
of the way and you will see the brick wall at the back of the
theater."
― Frank Zappa
February - March, 2010 on metahistory.org "The Year of Sudden
Reckoning"
http://www.metahistory.org/tantra/lunarshaktis/PT2010Reckoning.ph
p
"With the 9/11 solution finally at hand, I think often of one group of
people out of the countless numbers who have suffered and still
suffer from those events: the friends and loved ones of the
passengers on those four planes that did not crash on that day, not
as the official story claims, anyway. And may never have crashed.
What is going to break loose upon this world when some of those
grieving people, led to believe their friends and loved ones perished
on those airplanes, realize that the total of some 200 passengers on
those four flights could still be alive? If they did not die in the way
the official story says, might it be that they are not dead after all?
What horror is that? I can even imagine what the perpetrators of the
9/11 attacks might be doing with them. Why they would keep them
alive. What they would use them for. Can you?"
Limited hangout:
A limited hangout, or partial hangout, is a public relations or
propaganda technique that involves the release of previously
hidden information in order to prevent a greater exposure of more
important details.
It takes the form of deception, misdirection, or coverup often
associated with intelligence agencies involving a release or "mea
culpa" type of confession of only part of a set of previously hidden
sensitive information, that establishes credibility for the one
releasing the information who by the very act of confession appears
to be "coming clean" and acting with integrity; but in actuality, by
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withholding key facts, is protecting a deeper operation and those
who could be exposed if the whole truth came out. In effect, if an
array of offenses or misdeeds is suspected, this confession admits
to a lesser offense while covering up the greater ones.
November 3, 2014: Publication of Methodical Illusion by small
publisher.
http://www.methodicalillusion.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35izrnuE1TA
The con begins to crumble:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yBTxy2jFqCE
[ NOTE: November 6, 2006 Not in His Image. 8 years earlier.]
Timing:
Roth says that although the book came out in November, action on
her views of 9/11 did not heat up until December, a month later: 9
December jupiter turns retrograde, phasing into the refresher
course in release from pretending.
December 9, 2014 jupiter turns retrograde -- April 9, 2015 jupiter
turns direct.
Constellation of the CRAB: Tantra Mother, release from pretending.
This period ends, say, June 3, when jupiter enters 18 LEO, border of
CRAB and LION.
§ Rebekah Roth - no Wikipedia bio. Jewish?
Issue: Not clear to me if she fictionalizes names of real persons in
the novel. Dov Zakheim, for instance. Others who suggested that
the planes landed...?
Other who noted the "smoking gun" of the FTS, Flight Termination
System.
Topics, talking points:
Zakheim, covered in 2007
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http://www.rense.com/general75/latest.htm
Zakheim and 9/11- Roth asserts :
His company produces and sold the FTS, Flight Termination System
He was comptroller of the Pengaton budget when 2.3 trillion
disappeared, announced by Rumsfeld on September 10. The missile
that his the Pentagon destroyed the section holding the files used to
investigate this disappearance of funds.
His other company reburbishes passenger jets to be resold as
refueling planes to the military.
His coomany had the complete architectural blueprints for the Twin
Towers.
Hence, both facilitating and ideally profiteering from the attacks.
Colonel Donn de Grand Pre (2005). Claimed the passengers were
gassed and the planes remotely crashed in the ocean.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPETma3c-Bw
Others who suggested that the planes landed...?
Other have noted the "smoking gun" of the FTS, Flight Termination
System.
§ CAUTION: Limited hangout? Predictive programming? Roth's
warning about an "Al Qaeda attack" early in May, or some year. Link
to Jade Helm?
Looking at the brick wall?
What is the difference between lying and pretending?
Jupiter stationary in 13 LEO, March 24 - April 24.
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